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Forthcoming in Yoruba Ideas Vol. 1 No 2

- Esilokun Kinni, Olusanyin on the prominence of women in Yoruba & Fon Religion
- Bisi Ogunsina on the notion of women in Yoruba proverbs
- Akintunde Akinyemi on invocation through oriki
- Rev. Fr. Ilesanmi on a critique of Ifa
- Dele Layiwola on Yoruba tragic drama
- Lloyd Weaver on speak of the devil
- Ayo Opefeyintimi on immortalsing Awolowo through panagyrics
- Adeboye Babalola on Ogundele (Lagbodoko)
- Makinde S.Olanrewaju on the place of indigenous language literature
- Reuben Abati on Awolowo and Abiola
- Dipo Irele on Yoruba logic in Yoruba Language
- Plus interviews with Professor Lambo and Suzanne Wenger

Yoruba Ideas is a bi-annual journal of contemporary thought on the Yoruba world view. It seeks to illuminate aspects of an expansive mind whose resonances actively inform even current theories and practices of the culture.
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